
UV Steriliser with ozone and 10W wireless charging
SKU: TEUVSTER10W

Dual-band ultraviolet steriliser with ozone, 10 watt fast wireless charging for Qi-
compatible smartphones

DEEP STERILISATION AND FAST CHARGING

A single accessory to sanitise your pocket accessory and quickly recharge your smartphone wirelessly. The UV steriliser with
ozone can significantly reduce the presence of germs, spores and bacteria and quickly power your mobile phone without
using wires.

THE BENEFITS OF OZONE

To achieve significant sanitation - reducing germs, spores and bacteria that lurk on surfaces - it is estimated that the wavelength
of UV rays must be below 280 nanometres.

The steriliser is equipped with a dual band that emits rays at 254 and 185 nanometres. The 185nm lamp produces a small amount
of ozone, which sanitises the shaded parts that the UV light doesn't reach.

It's also simple to use: just connect this accessory to a power supply using the cable in the package, and insert the object you
want to sanitise into the dedicated compartment.

10 WIRELESS WATT CHARGING

To take advantage of wireless charging, your smartphone must be compatible with Qi technology. This protocol enables your
device to recharge using the right amount of power and no wires.

The steriliser must be connected to a power source using the cable included in the package. Place your smartphone on top of the
cover: the power will start once the button is pressed. The power reaches around 10W: in 30 minutes, your device's charge level



will be 50%.   

WIRELESS STERILISATION AND CHARGING SET UP

This steriliser enables you to sanitise not only devices such as smartphones, smart watches, data cables and wireless headphones,
but also accessories such as keyrings, wallets, bracelets and rings. Wireless sterilisation and charging can be started and
performed simultaneously.

You can make various choices using a button to select the times and actions the steriliser must perform:

18- or 30-minute sterilisation
18- or 30-minute sterilisation with wireless smartphone charging

Sterilise a single device or opt to sanitise one of your accessories while your mobile phone recharges wirelessly.

FEATURES:

Technology: UV - the 185nm lamp produces ozone
Wavelength: 253.nm / 185nm
UV power: 2w
Wireless charger: 10W Fast
Operating time: 18min / 30min
Sterilisation area: 190 x 102 x 35mm
Smartphone charge level after 30 minutes: 50%*

*times are approximate and depend on the device recharged.



UV Steriliser with ozone and 10W wireless charging
SKU: TEUVSTER10W

Technical data
Wavelength: 253,7 nm / 185 nm  
Sterilization area: 190*102*35 mm  
Technology: UV - the 185nm lamp produces ozone  
Wireless Output: 10W  
EAN: 8018417304460  
SKU: TEUVSTER10W  
Weight: 394 g  
UV power: 2 WATT  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 65 mm  
Width Pack: 125 mm  
Depth Inner: 460 mm  
Height Pack: 240 mm  
Weight Pack: 470 g  
Width Inner: 220 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 470 mm  
Height Inner: 140 mm  
Weight Inner: 3020 g  
Width Master: 480 mm  
Amount Master: 24  
Height Master: 330 mm  
Weight Master: 13050 g  
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